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Jewish Medical Ethics: End of Life Decision Making 
Rabbi Lynn C Liberman, BCC 

Session II 

Criterion 1: A Hierarchy of Social Position  

Text 1 Mishnah, Tractate Horayot 3:7-8  

Compilation of teachings of 3rd century BCE–3rd century CE scholars in Eretz Yisrael (tanna’im); 
compiled and edited by Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi.  

A man takes precedence over a woman when it comes to saving a life or restoring 
something lost, but a woman takes precedence with regard to the provision of clothes 
and redemption from captivity. If they both stand to be disgraced, the man supersedes 
the woman.  

A kohen takes precedence over a Levite, a Levite over an Israelite, an Israelite over 
a bastard, a bastard over a natin, a natin over a convert, and a convert over an 
emancipated slave. When [does this order of precedence apply]? When all are equal, 
but if the bastard were to be a Torah scholar and the kohen gadol (High Priest) an 
ignoramus, a learned bastard takes precedence over an ignorant kohen gadol.  

 

Criterion 2: Every Life is of Infinite Worth  

Text 2 Mishnah, Tractate Sanhedrin 4:5  

Compilation of teachings of 3rd century BCE–3rd century CE scholars in Eretz Yisrael 
(tanna’im); compiled and edited by Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi.  

For this reason, humans were created [beginning with] a single unit, to teach you that 
anyone who destroys one Israelite life is deemed by the Torah as if he destroyed an 
entire world, and anyone who sustains one Israelite life is deemed by the Torah as if he 
sustained an entire world ... Therefore each and every person must say: “The world was 
created for me.”  
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I.  Health Care: Who Gets It?

Criterion 1: A Hierarchy of Social Position

Background Text 1

When resources, including human resources, are limited, difficult decisions need to be made 
in regard to the distribution of available means. The following Mishnah identifies role and 
social status as determinants for prioritizing attention and resources.

 
Text 1  Mishnah, Tractate Horayot 3:7-8

Compilation of teachings of 3rd century BCE–3rd century CE scholars in Eretz Yisrael 
(tanna’im); compiled and edited by Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi.

A man takes precedence over a woman when it comes to saving a life or restoring 
something lost, but a woman takes precedence with regard to the provision of 
clothes and redemption from captivity. If they both stand to be disgraced, the man 
supersedes the woman. 
 
A kohen takes precedence over a Levite, a Levite over an Israelite, an Israelite over 
a bastard, a bastard over a natin, a natin over a convert, and a convert over an 
emancipated slave. When [does this order of precedence apply]? When all are equal, 
but if the bastard were to be a Torah scholar and the kohen gadol (High Priest) an 
ignoramus, a learned bastard takes precedence over an ignorant kohen gadol.

ÜƇÛ�ŪÖ�ïǶÙÞ ǵíǶÙØ�ïǳà ǳ ǹæ Ǵã�ŪØǵå ǭ Ǽî Ǳã
�Þ ǱÕ ǳ Ǽǹî ǴØ�ïÞ ǲ ǹÕ Ǳã� ǹØ ǵÔÞ Ǳë ǶÙØ ǭáǹÙ�ïǹÙæ ǭà Ǳá� ǼîÞ ǱÔ ǵá�ï ǳã ǳ× ǶÙì�Ø ǵ Ǽǹî ǱÔ ǵØ ǭÙ�Ø ǵ× ǲÕ ǯÔ�ÕÞ Ǳ Ǽî ǵØ ǭáǹÙ�ïǶÙÞ ǯÜ ǴØ ǭá�Ø ǵ Ǽǹî ǱÔ ǵá�â ǲ× ǶÙì� ǼîÞ ǱÔ ǵØ

ůØ ǵ Ǽǹî ǱÔ ǵá�â ǲ× ǶÙì� ǼîÞ ǱÔ ǵØ�Øǵá ǵì ǭá Ǵì ǭá�âÞ Ǳ× ǭãǶÙç�â ǳØÞǲå ǭ Ǽǹî ǳ Ǽî�ä Ǵã ǭÛ ǱǹÕ�
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�ä Ǵã ǭÛ ǱǹÕ�Þ Ǵï ǵãÞ ǲÔ�í ǵí ǭÜ Ǹ Ǽî ǭã�× ǳÕ ǳç ǭá�íǲÖ ǭÙ�íǲÖ ǭá�äÞ Ǳïǵå ǭÙ�äÞ Ǳïǵå ǭá�íǲÛ ǭã ǴãǹÙ�íǲÛ ǭã Ǵã ǭá�á ǲÔ ǵí ǭǽî ǱÞ�á ǲÔ ǵí ǭǽî ǱÞ ǭá�Þ ǱÙ ǲá�Þ ǱÙ ǲá ǭá�â ǲ× ǶÙì�ä ǲØǶ ǹà
�ä ǲØǶà ǭá�â ǲ× ǶÙì�âǵà ǵÜ�×Þ Ǳã ǭá Ǵ ǹï�íǲÛ ǭã Ǵã�ê ǳí ǵÔ ǵØ�â Ǵç�áǶÙ×ǵǹÖ�ä ǲØǶà ǭÙ�âǵà ǵÜ�×Þ Ǳã ǭá Ǵ ǹï�íǲÛ ǭã Ǵã�ØǵÞ ǵØ�â ǱÔ�á ǵÕ ǯÔ�äÞ ǱÙ ǵ Ǽî�ä ǵ ǹá Ǹ ǹà ǳ Ǽî

ůê ǳí ǵÔ ǵØ�â Ǵç�áǶÙ×ǵǹÖ

Analysis Text 1

A note directly relating to the text: A natin, mentioned in the Tanakh in verses such as Ezra 
2:43, were enemy captives that were placed under the authority of the Temple leadership to 
serve as slaves there. The word is first used in the Tanakh in verb form in BeMidbar (Exodus) 
31:30 in the context of the war with Midian, and then in Yehoshua (Joshua) 9:27 in the context 
of the Givonim. Possibly due to this latter linguistic connection, the Rabbis of the Talmud 
suggested that the netinim of Ezra’s time, and later of the Mishnah, were descendants of the 
Givonim (see Talmud Bavli, Tractate Yevamot 78b).

To modern ears, this text undoubtedly sounds both elitist and sexist, reflecting a society 
much more socially and legally stratified than what is current for most in the Western world. 
The point to be taken from this Mishnah, though, is that whom one saves – and, by extension, 
who gets health care – would depend on the person’s status in society.

While a modern Jewish conscience may strongly object to social status as a criterion for 
distributing health care – even though such status be based on knowledge of Torah – 
truthfully, in the United States, which does not have socialized medicine, the kind of health 
care one gets is often a function of one’s socioeconomic status, however unfair and socially 
undesirable that is. Even in many countries with socialized medicine, there is effectively a two-
tier system: everyone gets what the government provides, but the richer elements of society 
may buy additional health care coverage to provide them with health care benefits others do 
not get. So while objections may be raised, social status, albeit of a different ranking than in 
the Mishnah, continues to serve as a criterion of who gets what type of health care. 

A few further notes of explanation, now treating of the hierarchical structure presented in 
this Mishnah. The Talmud explains that a Jewish man takes precedence when it comes 
to choosing which life to save because, in keeping with the rulings of the Talmud, a man 
is subject to all 613 commandments, while a woman is exempted from a number of them. 
Of course, it could be suggested that the Talmud’s ruling is itself a function of a patriarchal 
society, but that would be a modern reflection on an ancient society.
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Criterion 3: Concentric Circles of Care  

Text 3 Talmud Bavli, Tractate Bava Metzi’a 62a  

Compilation of teachings of 3rd–6th century scholars in Babylonia (amora’im); final 
redaction in the 6th–7th centuries.  

Two people are traveling on a journey and one is in possession of a jug of water, and 
the situation was such that if both drink from the jug, both will die, but if only one drinks, 
he will make it to civilization – Ben Petora taught: It is preferable that both 
of them drink and die, and let neither one see the death of the other. [This was the  

5 accepted opinion] until Rabbi Akiva came and taught, And your brother shall live with 
you (Vayikra 25:36) indicates that your life takes precedence over the life of another.  

 

Criterion 4: A Hierarchy of Needs  

Text	4	Rabbi	Yosef	Karo,	Shulchan	Arukh,	Yoreh	De’ah	252:1	 

(1488–1575) The Shulchan Arukh (literally, the “Set-out Table”) is regarded by many as 
the authoritative code of Jewish Law.  

Redeeming captives takes precedence over sustaining the poor and clothing them, and 
there is no mitzvah (commandment) more important than redeeming captives. 
Therefore, no matter the mitzvah for which the funds were raised [and designated], one 
may divert the funds for [the purpose of] redeeming captives. Even if they  

5 collected [the funds] for building a synagogue, and even if they bought the wood and 
stones and designated them for [its] construction, such that it would [ordinarily] be 
forbidden to sell them for the sake of [performing] another mitzvah, it is nevertheless 
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De’ah 252:9). But the texts provided here should provide sufficient basis to understand some 
of the basic factors used by the halakhah to stratify society. 

Criterion 2: Every Life is of Infinite Worth

Background Texts 3 and 4

While the opening texts of this lesson presented a social ladder with direct implications for 
societal privilege, this next set of texts seems to reject the existence of such a hierarchy. 

Text 3  Mishnah, Tractate Sanhedrin 4:5

Compilation of teachings of 3rd century BCE–3rd century CE scholars in Eretz Yisrael 
(tanna’im); compiled and edited by Rabbi Yehudah HaNasi.

For this reason, humans were created [beginning with] a single unit, to teach you 
that anyone who destroys one Israelite life is deemed by the Torah as if he destroyed 
an entire world, and anyone who sustains one Israelite life is deemed by the Torah 
as if he sustained an entire world ... Therefore each and every person must say: 
“The world was created for me.”

Ø�Ū×�äÞ Ǳí ǭ× ǳØ ǭå Ǵæ�ïǳà ǳ ǹæ Ǵã�ŪØǵå ǭ Ǽî Ǳã
�× ǲ ǹÕ ǱÔ�ǹÙ ǹá ǱÔ ǭǹà�ÕǹÙïǵ ǹà ǴØ�ÙÞ ǵá ǵç�Øǳá ǯç Ǵã�á ǲÔ ǵí ǭǽî ǱǹÞ Ǳã�ï ǴÜ ǴÔ� Ǽî ǳéǳå�× ǲ ǹÕ ǴÔ ǭã ǴØ�áǵ ǹà ǳ Ǽî�ǵß ǭ× ǳ ǹã Ǵá ǭá�Þ Ǳ×Þ ǱÜ ǭÞ�â ǵ× ǵÔ�Ô ǵí ǭÕ Ǳå� ǭß ǵàÞ Ǳé ǭá
�áǵ ǹà� ǭß ǵàÞ Ǳé ǭá�ůůůÔ ǲá ǵã�âǵá ǶÙç�âǲ ǹÞ Ǳì�ǹÙ ǹá ǱÔ ǭǹà�ÕǹÙïǵ ǹà ǴØ�ÙÞ ǵá ǵç�Øǳá ǯç Ǵã�á ǲÔ ǵí ǭǽî ǱǹÞ Ǳã�ï ǴÜ ǴÔ� Ǽî ǳéǳå�âǲ ǹÞ Ǵì ǭã ǴØ�áǵà ǭÙ�Ô ǲá ǵã�âǵá ǶÙç

�ůâǵá ǶÙç ǵØ�Ô ǵí ǭÕ Ǳå�Þ ǱáÞ ǱÕ ǭ Ǽî ǱǹÕ�í ǴãǶÙá�Õǵ ǹÞ ǴÜ�× ǵÜ ǳÔ ǭÙ�× ǵÜ ǳÔ

Analysis Text 3

Parts of this Mishnah have already been used in earlier lessons of this course. In the context 
of this lesson, this clause serves to remind that when God created the world and humanity, 
God began with only one unit, and had someone destroyed that unit, no people would 
have come into existence. Conversely, one who would have saved that unit from destruction 
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Criterion 3: Concentric Circles of Care

Background Texts 5–7

Texts 3 and 4 emphasized the equal and infinite worth of every human life, challenging the 
notion of creating a fair system of distribution that distinguishes among people based on their 
socioeconomic, educational, or religious status. These next three texts suggest that even if 
society acknowledges that people are equally infinite in their worth, there still needs to be a 
working mechanism for triage.

Text 5  Talmud Bavli, Tractate Bava Metzi’a 62a  

Compilation of teachings of 3rd–6th century scholars in Babylonia (amora’im); final redaction 
in the 6th–7th centuries.

Two people are traveling on a journey and one is in possession of a jug of water, and 
the situation was such that if both drink from the jug, both will die, but if only one 
drinks, he will make it to civilization – Ben Petora taught: It is preferable that both 
of them drink and die, and let neither one see the death of the other. [This was the 
accepted opinion] until Rabbi Akiva came and taught, And your brother shall live 
with you (Vayikra 25:36) indicates that your life takes precedence over the life of 
another.

Ô�×ǹÙ ǹã Ǵç�Õæ�è Ǵǹ×�Ô ǵçÞ Ǳë ǭã�Ô ǵÕ ǵ ǹÕ�ïǳà ǳ ǹæ Ǵã�ŪÞ Ǳá ǭÕ Ǵ ǹÕ�×ǹÙã ǭá Ǵ ǹï
�× ǵÜ ǳÔ�Ø ǳïǶÙ Ǽî�â ǱÔ ǭÙ�âÞ Ǳï ǲã�â ǳØÞǲå ǭ Ǽî�äÞ ǱïǶÙ Ǽî�â ǱÔ�âǱÞ Ǵã�á ǳ Ǽî�ä ǶÙïÞ Ǳì�ä ǳØ ǲã�× ǵÜ ǳÔ�×ǴÞ ǭÕǹÙ� ǭß ǳí ǳǹ× Ǵ ǹÕ�äÞ Ǳà ǭǹá ǴØ ǭã�ǹÙÞ ǵØ ǳ Ǽî�âǱÞǴå ǭ Ǽî
�á ǳ Ǽî� ǶÙï ǵïÞ Ǳã ǭǹÕ�â ǳØ ǲã�× ǵÜ ǳÔ�Ø ǳÔ ǭí ǱÞ�á ǴÔ ǭÙ�ǹÙïǹÙãǵÞ ǭÙ�â ǳØÞǲå ǭ Ǽî�ǹÙ ǹï ǭ Ǽî ǱǹÞ ǳ Ǽî�Õ ǵÝǹÙã�Ô ǵíǶÙÝ ǭ ǹé�ä ǳ ǹÕ� Ǽî Ǵí ǵǹ×�ÕǹÙ Ǽǹî ǱǹÞ Ǵá� ǴçÞ ǱǹÖ Ǵã�ä ǳØ ǲã

ůǵß ǳíÞ ǲÕ ǯÜ�Þǲ ǹÞ ǴÜ ǭá�âÞ Ǳã ǭ× ǶÙì�ǵßÞǳ ǹÞ ǴÜ� ǭß ǵ ǹã Ǳç�ǵßÞ ǱÜ ǵÔ�Þ ǲÜ ǭÙ�× ǲãÞ Ǳá ǭÙ�Ô ǵÕÞ Ǳì ǯç�Þ ǱǹÕ Ǵí�Ô ǵ ǹÕ ǳ Ǽî�× Ǵç� ǶÙíÞ ǲÕ ǯÜ

Analysis Text 5

This text, another deservedly famous one, raises the question of whom to save if one cannot 
save everyone involved. It presumes, of course, that there is a duty for one to save both their 
own life as well as that of others where possible. What happens, though, when one can save 
their own life, but only at the cost of someone else dying?

5
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permitted to sell them for the purpose of redeeming captives. But if they built it already, 
they should not sell it.  
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Text 9  Rabbi Yosef Karo, Shulchan Arukh, Yoreh 
De’ah 252:1 

(1488–1575) The Shulchan Arukh (literally, the “Set-out Table”) is regarded by many as the 
authoritative code of Jewish Law. 

Redeeming captives takes precedence over sustaining the poor and clothing them, 
and there is no mitzvah (commandment) more important than redeeming captives. 
Therefore, no matter the mitzvah for which the funds were raised [and designated], 
one may divert the funds for [the purpose of] redeeming captives. Even if they 
collected [the funds] for building a synagogue, and even if they bought the wood and 
stones and designated them for [its] construction, such that it would [ordinarily] be 
forbidden to sell them for the sake of [performing] another mitzvah, it is nevertheless 
permitted to sell them for the purpose of redeeming captives. But if they built it 
already, they should not sell it. 

Ô�ŪÕåí�Ø ǵç ǲǹ×�Ø ǳíǶÙÞ�ŪǭßǹÙí ǵç�ä ǵÜ ǭá Ǹ Ǽî�ŪǶÙíÔ ǵì�è ǲæǶÙÞ�Õ Ǵí
�í ǴÕ ǭǹ×�áǵà ǭá� ǭß ǵ ǹà ǭáÞ ǱØ�âÞ ǱÞǹÙÕ ǭ Ǽî�ä ǶÙÞ ǭ× Ǳé ǭǹà�Øǵá ǶÙ× ǭǹÖ�Ø ǵÙ ǭë Ǳã�äÞ ǲÔ ǭÙ�ä ǵïǶÙ ǹæ Ǵà ǭáǹÙ�âÞ ǱǹÞ Ǳå ǯç�ï Ǵæǵå ǭí Ǵé ǭá�â ǲ× ǶÙì�âÞ ǱÞǹÙÕ ǭ Ǽî�ä ǶÙÞ ǭ× Ǳ ǹé

�ï ǳæǳå ǭǹà ǴØ�ïÞ ǲ ǹÕ�äǴÞ ǭå ǱǹÕ� ǭß ǳíǶÙë ǭá�ǹÙÕ ǵǹÖ�â ǱÔ�ǹÙáÞ Ǳé ǯÔ ǴÙ�âÞ ǱÞǹÙÕ ǭ Ǽî�ä ǶÙÞ ǭ× Ǳé ǭá�ä ǵïǶÙǹå Ǵ Ǽî ǭá�âÞ Ǳá ǶÙà ǭÞ� ǶÙáÞ ǱÕ ǭ Ǽî ǱǹÕ�ïǶÙç ǵã�ǹÙÕ ǵǹÖ ǳ Ǽî�Ø ǵÙ ǭë Ǳã
�í ǵ ǹï Ǹã�ï ǳí ǳÜ ǴÔ�Ø ǵÙ ǭë Ǳã�áÞ ǱÕ ǭ Ǽî ǱǹÕ�â ǵí ǭà ǵã ǭá�íǹÙæ ǵÔ ǳ Ǽî�äǵÞ ǭå ǱǹÕ ǴØ� ǭß ǳíǶÙë ǭá�âǹÙë ǭǹì ǱØ ǭÙ�âÞ Ǳå ǵÕ ǯÔ ǵØ ǭÙ�âÞ Ǳë ǲç ǵØ�ǹÙå ǵì�â ǱÔ�ǹÙáÞ Ǳé ǯÔ ǴÙ

��ůǶÙïǶÙÔ�ǹÙí ǭǹà ǭã ǱÞ�ÔǶ á�í ǵÕ ǭà�ǹÙØǹÙÔǵå ǭǹÕ�â ǱÔ�á ǵÕ ǯÔ�âÞ ǱÞǹÙÕ ǭ Ǽî�ä ǶÙÞ ǭ× Ǳ ǹé� ǭß ǳíǶÙë ǭá�â ǵí ǭà ǵã ǭá

Analysis Text 9

Triage, a medical term borrowed from the context of war, refers to selecting patients for first 
consideration in receiving needed medical care. On the battlefield, there are three primary 
categories of wounded – those that will surely live regardless of the attention they receive, 
those that will surely die no matter what medical help they are offered, and those whose 
condition can change if treated. A successful triage identifies those in the third category and 
orders their being helped based on how imminent death is if treatment is not provided. Triage 
is a necessary evil in a world where resources, including personnel and time, are limited. 

This clause, and many of the texts presented in this lesson, are engaging in a type of triage. 
They are determining how to allocate communal resources when those resources are 
insufficient to take care of all of society’s ills. 
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